As of June…
Anticipatory Service - Lil Lady Aalyanna
Ever wonder how to see through walls? Ever want to learn how to serve through them? What
about learning the fine arts of what your Master/Mistress/Daddy/Mommy wants without having to ask
you, but just by learning a few tricks of Anticipatory Service? Come and find out how a Slave was able to
achieve this with her Master, and now has earned her wings as a Lady who enjoys teaching this to others!
Lil Lady Aalyanna will be leading this class discussion on Anticipatory Service! Don’t miss out on this
class! All walks are welcome to attend this class.
Batter Up!! - Master_Orindil & fallible being
A comprehensive, advanced class on how to use mallets, crow bars, baseball bats, and batons to
effectively and with minimal effort, give someone the beating of their life- that they will love you forever
for. We will go through safety measures, areas to avoid, proper technique and recommended toy list.
Fire Cupping - Smudge Kalevera
I don't Bend That Way / Stop Poking Me!! - Master_Orindil & fallible being
A hands on introductory to advanced level class on body manipulation, wrestling and grappling for
fun and torture, and incorporated deep tissue massage, wrestling locks and holds, physical therapy
stretches and pressure point manipulation. This is a one hour class consisting of instruction and practical,
hands on technique.
Pony Play - Master Tony
This 101 geared workshop presentation will provide the basics of Pony Play, an overview of gear
and tack and how Pony Play can be a fun role-play and/or an actual relationship dynamic.
Join The IPPC (International Pony Play Contest) Grand Champions 2016 as they share their journey from
basic interest to the winner’s circle of IPPC. Discover if “there’s a little pony in everyone” (Pony
diamond) applies to you as it did to Pony Maverick.
Stress / Slave Positions - Master_Orindil & fallible being
An introductory to advanced level class on how to properly execute or employ the use of stress
positions and slave positions. These are generally called in the military SAFETY POSITIONS. Lord
knows, you don't want somebody getting away, or possibly harming YOU. These positions will help
reinforce who is in the position of authority and keep your bottom in line. They are a creative way to hurt
without much effort or need for a toy bag. The slave positions class will show the most common slave
positions, their uses and practical applications. We may include Gorean slave positions just for good
measure.
That's Hot - Master_Orindil & fallible being
This is a comprehensive class which encompasses skill levels medium/ moderate to advanced. We
will teach you fire safety and fire play class which will include preparation, tools, proper safety
precautions. You will learn the lovely nuances of fire cupping, fire massage and general fire play. Learn
how to set yourself and your bottom all aflame without getting hurt. Learn the SEVEN second rule as it
applies to fire handling and application to the body.
The Journey "Outside the Box"- Master Tony
This workshop presentation and discussion, takes a joyful look at Living a Lifestyle within
multiple dynamics. Regardless if one is: single, living within a monogamous relationship, part of a Family

or Polyamorous with several unconnected individuals; multiple relationship dynamics may coexist within
one or more relationships. This workshop is not about role playing a part for a fun time, it’s about living
the joyful reality and maneuvering through the challenges of the multifaceted person one might naturally
be. It’s about open discovery and bringing ALL you are into your relationship and Lifestyle.
The Power of Choice - Sir Luke & slave victor
What do you do when the "new relationship energy" wears off? How do you maintain that same
energy in a long-term relationship? In this class, we will discuss the "power of choice," how it affects our
relationships, and how to use those active choices in building a more involved, intentional, and intense
long-term relationship.
Your Skin is Beautiful, Can I Keep It? - Master_Orindil & fallible being
This is an introductory to advanced level class ranging from sensual to sadistic. You will learn the
ins and outs of dragging, poking, scraping, intimidation and general knife handling safety. This will not
lead into a blood play class. We want you to explore SAFELY how to be menacing and sexy with a
perfectly harmless, perfectly normal, everyday deadly weapon.
Furry 101 - Pup Kairo
This class discusses the basics of the furry fandom. Topics covered will be:
What is a furry ? Terms and vocabulary. Sexuality and the furry fandom. “Why furry?” How to get
involved with the fandom. Artwork and creativity in the furry community. Stereotypes within and about
the furry fandom. A guide to building a fursona.
Puppy 101 - Pup Kairo
An informative class about Human Pup Play that covers topics which answer the “what why and
how” of puppy play such as: Safety, Sex, sexuality, and puppy play, Vocabulary and terms in puppy play,
Tips to accessing and improving puppy headspace, Puppy gear, Interactions with human pups And more!
Twisted Tactile Sensuality through Pervertables – Sir Danny
Pervertables : What they are, where to find them, and how to use them, The Sensual touch and
energy exchange, Positions in play and how they might change reactions, Bound and blindfolded
enhancing the experience, Being connected with the person and sensing what works and what doesn’t,
Having a pleasant ending so they want to experience it again

